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ABSTRACT
The International Surface Temperature Initiative is a worldwide effort to locate weather observations,
digitize them for public access, and attach provenance to them. As part of that effort, this study sought
documents of temperature observations for the nation of Uganda. Although scattered reports were found for
the 1890s, consistent record keeping appears to have begun in 1900. Data were keyed in from images of
several types of old forms as well as accessed electronically from several sources to extend the time series of 32
stations with at least 4 yr of data back as far as data were available. Important gaps still remain; 1979–93 has
virtually no observations from any station. Because many stations were represented by more than one data
source, a scheme is described to extract the ‘‘best guess’’ values for each station of monthly averages of the
daily maximum, minimum, and mean temperature. A preliminary examination of the national time series
indicates that, since the early twentieth century, it appears that Uganda experienced essentially no change in
monthly-average daily maximum temperature but did experience a considerable rise in monthly-average
daily minimum temperature, concentrated in the last three decades. Because there are many gaps in the data,
it is hoped that readers with information on extant data that were not discovered for this study will contact the
author or the project so that the data may be archived.

1. Introduction
Surface temperature measurements have taken on an
important role in recent decades as scientists attempt to
document the variation and trends of global and regional climates. The importance now relates to discovering evidence to determine the surface climate response
to the increased forcing from greenhouse gases that are
accumulating in the atmosphere as a result of human
activity. Although there are more direct measures of the
climatic response to greenhouse gases than near-surface
air temperature, the advantage of this metric is its relatively long history as compared with other metrics such
as satellite-based radiation measurements.
There have been significant efforts to gather data from
around the world to answer questions related to longterm change (e.g., Lawrimore et al. 2011; Jones et al.
2012). In the effort described here, the intent is not just
to gather and analyze the data but to document their
provenance and point to an easily accessible platform
for public use. This is part of the worldwide effort known
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as the International Surface Temperature Initiative
(ISTI), described in Thorne et al. (2011), that focuses
on near-surface air temperatures over land (http://
www.surfacetemperatures.org/).
Because the author had served as an observer in East
Africa in the 1970s, he became interested in searching
for records in the region for greater use by the climate
community. Results for Kenya and Tanzania were published in Christy et al. (2009, hereinafter C09).
The effort has moved to searching for records for
Uganda, and it is reported on here. Uganda lies roughly
from 18S to 48N and from 308 to 358E (Fig. 1) A significant portion of southeastern Uganda includes the
northern half of Lake Victoria. With the British colonization of East Africa in the late nineteenth century,
weather stations for temperature and rainfall were established to discover areas that might be favorable for
growing commodities such as tea and coffee. Many of
these stations operated through the 1970s, by which time
independence had been achieved. Uganda experienced
political and social instability in the late 1970s and 1980s
so that weather stations generally failed to continue on,
leaving a significant gap in the nation’s time series. By
1993, infrastructure had been reestablished and weather
reports again were made, although with several gaps.
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FIG. 1. Map of Uganda, showing stations with climatic data used in this study.

In the following sections, descriptions of data sources
are provided, followed by an assessment of the quality of
those sources, and a preliminary time series for the nation as a whole is generated. These data are now part of
the ISTI and are available at the Internet site given
above.

2. Data sources
There were eight basic sources of monthly means of
daily maximum, minimum, and/or mean temperature
(hereinafter TMax, TMin, and TMean) data that were
identified for inclusion in the dataset for this project.
Some sources were images of original documents that
required keying in of the data for a machine-readable
file. Other sources were already digitized, but their provenance may not be well established. The sources are described in the following sections.

a. British East Africa reports (source 1)
As noted in C09, observations recorded in the British
East Africa (BEA) meteorological reports provide a
valuable source of reliable, primary-source information.

Image files of the original daily and monthly summaries
(1901–74, with gaps) were acquired from three sources:
1) National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) data-rescue
image files (http://docs.lib.noaa.gov/rescue/data_rescue_
uganda.html), 2) the British Atmospheric Data Center
(http://badc.nerc.ac.uk/browse/badc/corral/images/metobs/
africa/Uganda; late 1890s–1930), and 3) images provided
on compact disk by G. Hughes that were made from the
Met Office’s library holdings.
These documents are considered to be the most useful
and are traceable to the original source. Some station
metadata were usually noted at the top of the forms, and
station location, for example, often changed little through
the years. When a change was noted, however, it was
unknown as to whether an actual relocation occurred or
whether site metadata were simply updated and made
more accurate. Data from the earliest years were handwritten, and those in later years were typewritten.
Through 1960, monthly average values were recorded
in degrees Fahrenheit to a precision of 0.18F. When
converted to degrees Celsius in this project, two decimal
places were kept for the purpose of backward reproducibility. [The ‘‘Colonial Archives’’ in the Global
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FIG. 2. Monthly mean values of TMax for Entebbe from all sources.

Historical Climate Network (GHCN) rounded these
only to the nearest 0.18C.]
A few of the BEA documents contained daily data but
no monthly average. Except in a few cases in which the
daily data were keyed in by the author for a monthly
average calculation, these station-months were not included. It is hoped that at some point the community will
find a way to assure that the daily data are made available in machine-readable format. (Indeed, it is envisioned that the ISTI will enable ‘‘cloud keying’’ of
manuscript data to preserve in machine-readable files
much of what exists now on paper or in images.) All
monthly data for 1901–74 were keyed in by the author.
BEA values of TMean were calculated by the author as
(TMax 1 TMin)/2.

b. Global Historical Climate Network—Monthly
version 3 (source 2)
NCDC maintains a database, popularly known as
GHCN-Monthly v3, or GHCNv3, of TMax and TMin in
which a few, long-term, Ugandan stations are included.
Note that these are already-calculated monthly averages
(i.e., not GHCN-Daily). The copy of this digital file was
obtained from the Berkeley Earth Surface Temperature
project (http://berkeleyearth.org/).

c. Colonial Archives (source 3)
The Colonial Archives (CA) data were created
through an effort headed by J. Griffiths in which data
were copied from African sources in-country for this
database. There are seven Ugandan stations in the Colonial Archive, five of which have some data supplied
to the GHCNv3 database and whose values had been
converted to degrees Celsius. The archive may be

accessed at the Berkeley site (http://berkeleyearth.org/
source-files/).

d. Global Summary of the Day (GSOD; source 4)
NCDC archives electronically transmitted daily reports of weather (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/
res40.pl?page5gsod.html). TMax and TMin were accessed for the Ugandan stations. A complication occurs
with GSOD, because the temperature values are often
listed as being TMax and/or TMin from synoptic reports
rather than the absolute TMax and/or TMin for the day.
In this situation, TMax and TMin are reported in GSOD
when at least four daily observations (i.e., current temperature at each 6-h observation) have been received.
Calculations of TMax indicate that when the days for
which the values deduced from hourly or synoptic reports (GSOD-h) are included, TMax is 0.258C cooler
than when calculated using only the true absolute TMax
value (GSOD-a). [Note that the plus signs are warmer
than the triangles in Fig. 2.] In a similar way, TMin from
GSOD-h is warmer by 10.528C than GSOD-a on average. These results are entirely consistent with the fact
that when one samples the diurnal cycle at only four–
eight times per day TMax will be too cool and TMin will
be too warm. There are unfortunately over 2 times as
many days with TMax and TMin from GSOD-h as there
are from GSOD-a. Because of the clear bias created by
this undersampling of the diurnal cycle, the values derived from GSOD values in the best-guess algorithm will
be calculated from GSOD-a only.

1) GSOD-A-CAL FOR TMEAN (SOURCE 4A)
For this data source, the author calculated TMean
from TMax and TMin from GSOD-a above.
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2) GSOD-A-REC FOR TMEAN (SOURCE 4B)
NCDC has created a file of TMean values from GSOD
in a way that produces values different from those in
section 2d(1) above. These are also included as a source
of data and are identified as GSOD-a-rec, because they
were recorded in the daily GSOD-a files as TMean but
not as the average of GSOD-a TMax and TMin. The
value of GSOD-a-cal is simply the average of TMax and
TMin of GSOD-a, whereas GSOD-a-rec is the average
of the hourly reports each day that are available. Because missing data often occurred, this method adds
a bit more uncertainty to the daily (and thus monthly)
TMean.

e. NCARds512 (source 5)
The National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) archives daily digital reports from stations
around the world. Values of monthly average TMax and
TMin were calculated for months with at least 15 days
present. There were problems with the station longitudes in the metadata that are being addressed. Data
begin in 1979.

f. NCARds570 (source 6)
NCAR had digitized some TMean values for a few
stations in this archive, many values of which appear
to be taken from the World Weather Records (WWR)
volumes (U.S. Weather Bureau 1949, 1959; Environmental
Science Services Administration 1967; NOAA/NESDIS
1985; Steurer 1993; Owen 1999).

g. World Weather Records (source 7)
Every 10 years, a report titled World Weather Records
is generated in which monthly averages for key stations
around the world are provided for the previous decade.
Ugandan stations occasionally appear in the volumes for
which TMean is reported.

h. Monthly Climate Data for the World (source 8)
The monthly publication titled Monthly Climate Data
for the World (MCDW) included mean temperatures for
selected stations world wide and occasionally reported
one or two stations from Uganda. These were keyed in
from the imaged documents that can be found online
through NCDC (http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/IPS/mcdw/
mcdw.html).
When all of the sources above are combined, there are
32 stations reporting data from Uganda that contained
data for at least 4 years of record. Two stations, Gondokoro
and Nagichot, are located in today’s South Sudan but are
listed as Ugandan in the colonial-era records through
the 1920s. Table 1 lists the stations and the sources from
which data were collected.
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3. Selecting the ‘‘best guess’’
Data from all sources without any alteration for each
station have been formatted and are available to users
for any type of analysis desired. In these files, for example, stations like Soroti and Tororo will have five time
series because five separate sources provided the data.
The following best-guess selection algorithm and subsequent analysis are designed to create a single time
series for each station and should be viewed as preliminary. The ISTI provides options for producing bestguess time series for station data, but here only one will
be considered.
There are many ways to determine the best-guess
(BG) value for a given station and given month. In C09
an algorithm was applied in which data were compared
with a median annual cycle, and the selection of the BG
value was essentially a consensus of the anomalies relative to the annual cycle, as long as the individual source
anomalies were close to each other.
For this study, the BG values will be selected through
a simple priority algorithm; that is, all values from the
source that is considered to be of the highest quality will
be selected. Months with remaining missing data will be
filled in from the remaining sources according to their
priority status.
An illustration of the data issues involved in this
process begins with Fig. 2, which displays the monthly
TMax values for Entebbe from the five sources that
provide the metric. (The other five sources provide
TMean only.) From 1901 to the mid-1950s, it is apparent
that the values from BEA, GHCNv3, and CA are essentially identical. This fact indicates that GHCNv3 and
CA were evidently also keyed in from the original BEA
forms, although tiny differences occur as a result of the
rounding to 0.18C in GHCNv3 and CA of the pre-1961
Fahrenheit data.
The CA data exhibit some problems that can be understood by examining TMax and TMin together in
Fig. 3. The first problem appears in 1944, in which year
TMax values have been mistakenly given TMin values.
Second, the reverse occurs for 1951–57, as TMin values
have been given as TMax. Last, values for 1958 to the
end in 1963 are mostly extreme TMax and TMin rather
than the monthly average for the quantities. Data from
BEA fortunately span these periods with appropriate
values. After examining all CA records, we find a similar
problem in 1942 for Masaka (TMin recorded as TMax).
After eliminating these problems in Entebbe and Masaka,
we consider CA values to have a fairly high priority.
In looking again at Fig. 2, the evidence indicates that
the electronic transmission and calculation of monthly
averages for NCARds512 appear to be problematic. A
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TABLE 1. List of Ugandan stations (with file names) and their source data (presence indicated with X) as numbered in section 2 that
contain at least 4 yr of observations. For stations without a World Meteorological Organization (WMO) identifier (ID), the filename
63000_UG_[station name]_tm[x,i,e].txt was applied to indicate block 63000 (East Africa), UG for Uganda, and tmx 5 TMax, tmi 5 TMin,
or tme 5 TMean. Stations with WMO IDs were given file names 63XXXX_[station name]_tm[x,i,e].txt as above but with 63XXXX
indicating the WMO ID. Note that Gondokoro is in modern-day southern Sudan but that the corresponding image files are located in the
Uganda section of the British archives.
Source
Site

File name

1

Arua
Bombo
Bukalasa
Butiaba
Dwoli
Entebbe
Fort Portal
Gondokoro
Gulu
Hoima
Jinja
Kabale
Kamuli
Kampala
Kasese
Kitgum
Kololo Hill
Lira
Masaka
Masindi
Mbale
Mbarara
Moroto
Moyo
Mubende
Nagichot
Nimule
Serere
Simsa
Soroti
Tororo
Wadelia

636020_ARUA
63000_UG_BOMBO
63000_UG_BUKALASA
63000_UG_BUTIABA
63000_UG_DWOLI
637050_ENTEBBE
636760_FORT_PORTAL
63000_UG_GONDOKORO
636300_GULU
63000_UG_HOIMA
636820_JINJA
637260_KABALE
63000_UG_KAMULI
636800_KAMPALA
636740_KASESE
63000_UG_KITGUM
63000_UG_KOLOLO_HILL
636304_LIRA
637051_MASAKA
636540_MASINDI
63000_UG_MBALE
637020_MBARARA
63635_MOROTO
63000_UG_MOYO
63000_UG_MUBENDE
63000_UG_NAGICHOT
63000_UG_NIMULE
63000_UG_SERERE
63000_UG_SIMSA
636580_SOROTI
636840_TORORO
63000_UG_WADELIA

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

2

3

4

4a

4b

5

X

X

X

X

6

7

8

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

further example is given in Fig. 4 of Kabale, in which
NCARds512 data are unpredictably erroneous (TMin,
not shown, is very similar). In this initial investigation,
no systematic issue was found that would lead to a resolution of the problem. As a result, for this study,
NCARds512 will not be included in the selection priority and awaits further analysis.
An unusual situation appeared for Soroti and Kasese
in the GSOD-a dataset. There were sufficient days for
both TMin and TMean for many months after 1994, but
no TMax monthly averages were noted. Examination of
the values indicated that both TMin and TMean were
very reasonable, and, with no degrees of freedom to
complicate things, TMax was calculated from TMin and
TMean and included in the record.
After all of the records have been examined, the
priority algorithm for the selection of the BG value

X

X

X

X

operates by selecting data unique to the source as listed
that have not been already assigned from the sources
with higher priority. The priority ranking for TMax and
TMin is 1) BEA, 2) GHCNv3, 3) CA, and 4) GSOD-a.
TMean calculated from these four sources will also
serve as the priority sequence, followed by 5) WWR,
6) NCArds570, and 7) GSOD-a-rec. The few reports
from MCDW were already available from the other
sources, and therefore MCDW was not used.
Applying this algorithm to Entebbe yields the time
series in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 is thus gleaned from the
information in Fig. 2 through the BG algorithm. The
results are remarkable in that TMax displays virtually no
long-term trend while TMin warms by approximately
18C after 1970. The magnitude and veracity of such a
shift should be met with some skepticism because there
were likely changes in the site or instrumentation during
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FIG. 3. Monthly mean values of TMax and TMin for Entebbe from CA.

the hiatus. A similar decline in the diurnal range, dependent mainly on an increase in TMin, was, however,
also documented in Kenya and Tanzania (C09), for
which many continuously operating stations were available. This recent nighttime warming likely relates to the
response of the nocturnal boundary layer (greater mixing) to the alteration of the surface character and/or increases in thermally active atmospheric constituents (i.e.,
aerosols) as a result of human development (McNider
et al. 2012). Another factor that may contribute to nonclimate temperature changes, especially in the pre-1930
era, is a change in instrumentation or exposure; that is,
early colonial stations often used thatched-roofed shelters, which led to higher temperatures than well-exposed
thermometers would have recorded (Parker 1994.) Then
too, long-term changes in atmospheric circulation could

reorganize wind and cloud regimes that would have an
impact on the temperature.
This BG algorithm was applied to all station data, and
the file was provided to the surface-station archive. With
a single monthly value for each station, this file is likely
to be the most popular, although investigators will have
access to all time series to construct their own BG values.
A diagram of the monthly data available for TMax from
the 32 stations is given in Fig. 7.

4. Preliminary analysis
The main focus of this paper has been to document the
data sources and pertinent issues for Ugandan data,
which, for the most part, have been unavailable in a
machine-readable archive. With these data now available,

FIG. 4. Monthly mean values of TMax for Kabale from all sources.
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FIG. 5. Monthly mean values of TMax at Entebbe as determined from the BG algorithm
described in the text.

an analysis may be attempted to understand what the
data, as they are, reveal about the nation’s long-term
temperature record. The challenge is to deal with stations for which there are varying periods of record and
that include a substantial gap in all time series from 1979
to 1993. Thus, providing a definitive method of generating a nationwide time series is beyond the scope of this
paper. Rather, for our purposes here, a time series will
be offered using a ‘‘poor person’s’’ merging method that
takes into account all of the data for all of the stations
and that relies on the relative robustness of ‘‘median and
difference,’’ or, MD, statistics. There is no bias in terms
of preference of one station over another, and therefore
this poor-person’s method is also a ‘‘blind person’s’’
method because there is no a priori information to

apply. Other methods, such as using anomalies and bias
removal through overlaps, require several steps that
would be limited here by the fact many stations do not
overlap with many other stations. The method described
below will give the reader an early indication of what may
be the temperature variability for the country as a whole,
but by no means is this result asserted to be definitive.
The MD method is applied to each calendar month
separately and is as follows, using January as an example. All stations reporting in January 2011 are identified.
From this subset, all differences between January 2011
and all other Januaries back to 1900 are calculated for
each of the stations with 2011 data. Then, for each year,
the best-guess difference relative to 2011 is calculated as
the median of the differences determined from the

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for TMin.
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FIG. 7. Availability of monthly data for the BG time series at each station for TMax.

stations reporting in 2011 and that given year. Thus,
a time series of January temperature differences relative
to January 2011 is generated on the basis of stations that
report in 2011, a station set that can vary from one year
to the next depending on which of the 2011 stations
reported in that year. A schematic of this process is
shown in the first data column in Table 2.
The process is repeated for January 2010, in which all
stations reporting in this month are identified, and then
differences relative to January 2010 for all years are
calculated for the stations reporting in 2010. Again,
a single time series is created from the median of the
relative differences and would appear as in the second
data column in Table 2. This process is repeated for
January 2009, January 2008, . . . , January 1901. Thus, we
have a triangular matrix of differences for each monthyear in columns relative to the cross-diagonal year
(Table 2).
From this matrix, each column (time series of differences) is normalized to 2011 (the first column) by simply
removing the average bias of each column versus the

first data column (2011). Once each column is debiased
relative to 2011, a single time series is created by the
simple average by year (i.e., by row) of the values
available. This then produces a single time series of
differences relative to 2011. This process is repeated for
each month separately. All monthly time series are now
anomalies relative to the 2011 value, and therefore
a new reference is calculated as the average of all post1993 data from which the anomalies are now generated.
The results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
The result in Fig. 8 bears much resemblance to the
time series of southern Kenya–northern Tanzania in
C09 in which little change is seen in TMax and a noticeable warming is present in TMin. Note that this is
a preliminary result and that tools to be available on the
ISTI website may produce very different realizations of
homogenized data.
Because a disturbingly large gap appears in the data,
a comparison of the TMean used here and that of the 58
grid square from NCDC’s gridded global surface temperatures (Lawrimore et al. 2011) is produced in Fig. 9.

TABLE 2. Schematic matrix of the first step in the MD method of time series construction. The entry TYEAR1 2 TYEAR2 represents the
median difference of all stations that have data in YEAR1 and YEAR2 for the particular month being examined.
Year

T2011 2 TYEAR

T2010 2 TYEAR

T2009 2 TYEAR

T2008 2 TYEAR

1900
1901
1902
...

T2011 2 T1900
T2011 2 T1901
T2011 2 T1902

T2010 2 T1900
T2010 2 T1901
T2010 2 T1902

T2009 2 T1900
T2009 2 T1901
T2009 2 T1902

T2008 2 T1900
T2008 2 T1901
T2008 2 T1902

2008
2009
2010
2011

T2011 2 T2008
T2011 2 T2009
T2011 2 T2010
0

T2010 2 T2008
T2010 2 T2009
0

T2009 2 T2008
0

...

T1903 2 TYEAR

T1902 2 TYEAR

T1901 2 TYEAR

T1903 2 T1900
T1903 2 T1901
T1903 2 T1902
0

T1902 2 T1900
T1902 2 T1901
0

T1901 2 T1900
0

0
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FIG. 8. Time series of nationwide Ugandan TMax monthly temperature anomalies (see text for
poor-person’s method).

Note that the NCDC grid square, 08–58N by 308–358E,
does not quite match Uganda but allows for data from
stations in Kenya to be utilized for which data from
1979 to 1993 existed. In terms of the long-term variation of the temperatures, there is very good agreement
in the pre- and postgap time series. Indeed, although

the base reference period was pregap, the means of the
last 5 yr of the respective time series agree within
0.028C. This agreement is oblique evidence that the socalled poor-person’s method employed here was able
to overcome the serious discontinuity in the Ugandan
time series.

FIG. 9. Time series of TMean constructed through the poor-person’s method in comparison
with TMean for the grid square 08–58N by 308–358E from NCDC’s global gridded surface
temperature dataset.
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5. Concluding remarks
The International Surface Temperature Initiative
seeks to provide all available surface temperature data
to every interested person. The ISTI emphasizes 1) public
access, 2) documented provenance, 3) defined levels of
products from raw station data to homogenized time series of areal means, and 4) the provision of various tools
for users to generate and test their own products and
homogenization methods. To that end, data for Uganda,
much of which had not been electronically available,
have been keyed for the ISTI archive and are described
here. In terms of provenance, the British East Africa
observational forms appear to be the primary source for
many follow-on compilations of the data through 1974.
It is unfortunate that large data gaps—in particular,
during 1979–93—appear for Uganda. More data surely
exist, perhaps for 1979–93, and it is hoped that readers
will discover, preserve, and submit the data to the ISTI
archive so that all may have access to this information,
which then will provide a more comprehensive understanding of temperature variations and trends for East
Africa.
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